**Golfers top Plymouth, 5-2; Dornbusch has low score**

By Leo Bonnell

(*Leo Bonnell '77 is a member of the golf team.*)

The MIT varsity golf team opened its season on an encouraging note last Thursday with dual match victories over Plymouth State and St. Anselm's with scores of 5-2 and 4-3. Medallist for the team with a 79 on the Bram Burn C.C. layout was Jaime Dornbusch '79, a transfer student from Colombia. Dornbusch placed third in the Colombian national championships earlier this year, and he is expected to be an important factor in the MIT team's future competitions.

*The Engineers* play was uniformly excellent — somewhat of a rarity in the past — as all varsity players except new captain Bob Kneeland '77 contributed at least one match victory apiece to the team effort. Winners against Plymouth State were Mike Varrell '79, Leo Bonnell '77, Lee Sura '83, Mark Hughes '79 and Mark Swenson '78. Against St. Anselm's, Varrell, Dornbusch, Hughes, and Swenson provided the winning margin.

Low scores for MIT were Dornbusch's '79, a fine 81 by Kneeland in a losing cause, an 82 by Varrell, and an 83 by Sura. The team is fielding its strongest lineup in many years, and has an excellent chance of doing well in the New England Championshipships in mid-October.

By Glenn Brownstone

Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) carried a two-touchdown lead into the final quarter and weathered a freak field-length touchdown pass in the game’s final minute to defeat the Baker Trojans in the A-league IM football opener Sunday afternoon, 20-13. SAE’s victory appeared to be assured late in the fourth period, as the fraternity squad held a 20-6 lead and had a first down on Baker’s six-yard line. Although SAE had seven chances to score, aided by a pass interference call against Trojan defender Peter Maimonis ’77, the drive stalled and Baker took over deep in its own territory.

Two penalties and three plays later, the Trojans put the ball in play on their own three, second down and ten yards to go. Quarterback John Doyle ’76 arched a looping pass toward Maimonis, standing near the right sideline 25 yards away. The ball was deflected by one SAE defender through Maimonis’ hands, was tipped by another SAE player, and fell into the arms of Baker’s surprised Cliff Reid ’79, who turned it past the unprepared SAE defenders for a touchdown.

Doyle then passed to Maimonis for the extra point, and Baker trailed by seven with one minute remaining in the contest. Baker tried an onside kick on the ensuing kickoff, but SAE’s Jim Hagbard ’78 pounced on the ball on his own 36-yard line, apparently giving the fraternity footballers a chance to run out the clock.

Inexplicably, after one completed pass had given SAE a first down, quarterback Bruce Wrobel ’79 threw two incomplete passes, stopping the clock each time, and then was sacked for an eleven-yard loss, giving the Trojans one last opportunity. SAE punter Stu McKinnon ’78 boomed a 45-yarder to the Baker 20, though, and Doyle was thwarted on his three attempts to throw a long score before time ran out.

Wischol was SAE’s offensive star, completing 12 of 23 passes for 151 yards and two touchdowns (for the run for the other one) and gaining 32 yards rushing. McKinnon scored two touchdowns, converted two of three extra point tries, and came up with a number of long punts during the game, as Baker rarely had good field position with which to start a drive.

Strangely enough, the Trojans outgained SAE, 179-151 in the air and 38-32 on the ground, but suffered 13 penalties for a costly 90 yards against SAE’s 7 for 7.

Baker completed 12 of his 31 passes and looped a touchdown strike to Maimonis during Baker’s first series in the game, giving the Trojans a short-lived 6-0 lead. SAE matched the touchdown, and never trailed again.

The A-league season continues next Sunday with a full schedule of A- and B-league matches against Lambda Chi Alpha (AXA) at noon, and SAE faces the Black Student Union at 2pm. Both contests will be held at the Rugby field.

**Trojans tackled by SAE**

There will be an organizational meeting for all fencing team candidates today at 4:30pm in the fencing room at Dupont Gymnasium.

The first day of IM soccer competition will be Saturday, Sept. 25. All games will be played on Briggs Field.

IM tennis competitions will begin on Saturday, Sept. 25.